Sketchın
Montreal
After giving up painting for many years, Shari Blaukopf returned
to watercolor by painting a sketch a day. She has since built a body of work
that oﬀers a lively tour through her home city’s everyday scenes.
by

Austin R. Williams

M

ontreal is not a city that lacks
for beautiful sites to paint.
Among its impressive landmarks are the imposing
Notre-Dame Basilica, the
historical neighborhood of Old Montreal and
the large Parc du Mont-Royal, which offers
panoramic views of the island city. But as artists
well know, just as much charm and character
can be found in out-of-the-way places—in
unassuming streets, alleys, gardens and
marinas. These quieter corners of the city are
explored in the watercolor sketches of Montreal
native Shari Blaukopf. The city, as seen through
her work, is friendly and inviting, beautiful
without being overly picturesque.

ON DESIGNING A PAGE
Blaukopf received encouragement and strong
artistic training from an early age. “I started
painting when I was 12 years old, and I was lucky,
because I had really supportive parents,” she says.
“When I was 18, they sent me to a workshop with
Edgar Whitney (American, 1891–1987). He was
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an amazing teacher.” Whitney was a watercolorist,
and Blaukopf fell in love with the medium. “I’ve
since done some oils and acrylics, but I still love
watercolor,” she says. “Every time I paint, I’m surprised by what happens. I never feel like I’m done
learning. It’s wonderful.”
For Whitney, design considerations were
foremost. “From him I learned not so much how
to paint as how to design a painting,” Blaukopf
says. “At the same time, I was studying graphic
design at university and learning the same
principles—balance, repetition, dominance,
rhythm. Designing a sketchbook page is very
much like designing a painting—you’re using
division of space, composition and color. That
made a lot of sense to me.”
Once out of college, Blaukopf worked as a
graphic designer and later as a design instructor,
but she continued to study with accomplished
artists, including Frank Webb and Frederick
Wong. Finding time to paint became more
difficult over the years, however, with the
demands of a career and family; there followed
a span of about 20 years when she rarely painted.

“Carré St. Louis is one
of Montreal’s most
beautiful squares,
especially in the
summer,” Blaukopf
says. “One of my
favorite places to
sketch is in the shade
of its tall trees, where
I can observe the
intricate details
of the Victorian
houses that surround
the square.” Red
Door on the Square
(watercolor and ink in
watercolor journal,
10x7½) is the result
of one of her visits.

Then, seven years ago, Blaukopf decided
to bring painting back into her life. “My kids
were older, and I decided to get back into it,”
she says. “I determined that I’d do a painting
every day; it could even be a 10- or 15-minute
sketch. And, at the same time, I started a blog.”
She maintained this creative practice for several years, completing close to one thousand
sketches. Early in these years, she discovered the
Urban Sketchers organization, which she found
suited her approach and to which she became
a contributor.

ON APPRECIATING
LOCAL SCENES
Sketching has brought Blaukopf ever closer to
the city where she has lived her entire life. “It’s
really through sketching that I’ve discovered the
neighborhoods of the city,” she says. “I’ll drive
around and find buildings I never knew existed.
I’ve discovered some amazing places.”
For the most part, Blaukopf avoids new
construction and popular landmarks. “I like
smaller buildings, not high-rises,” she says.
“And I kind of avoid the well-known spots, but
it’s hard not to sketch the beautiful buildings
in Old Montreal, the historical area.” Blaukopf’s
sketches have taken her all over the city, but one
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of her favorite areas to paint is Pointe-Claire
Village, a little to the east of her home. “It’s right
on the water, and there are some quite beautiful
historical houses there,” she says. “There’s one
block where I think I’ve painted almost every
building. Last year, I had a show that was almost
all scenes from that area.” Other favorite areas
include Saint-Henri and Little Italy. The artist
notes that she’ll often return to the same locations in different seasons to paint them in
different light and weather conditions.

ON PAINTING ON-SITE
The great majority of Blaukopf’s sketches are
done on location. She sketches year-round,
even on rainy days and in the depths of
Montreal’s extremely cold winters. “I often
sketch on my way to work,” she says. “I’ll take
my sketching supplies with me in the car and
just park when I see something I like—a lane,
a garbage can, a door.”
Specifically, Blaukopf is on the lookout for
interesting arrangements of shapes featuring
strong contrast that could serve as a center of
interest in an image. “It doesn’t have to be an
object or a building,” she notes. “What’s often
more interesting to me is the shape between
two buildings or a shadow that runs across

ABOVE
“Choosing the right
time of day and view
is so important in
urban sketching,”
Blaukopf says. “For
Brick and Stone
[watercolor and
pencil on paper,
11x16], I chose
this view of the
Vieux Séminaire
de Saint-Sulpice,
Montreal’s secondoldest building,
because I loved the
depth created by the
brick buildings and
the late-afternoon
shadows.”
RIGHT
The artist says every
port city has a sailor’s
church; NotreDame-de-BonsSecours (watercolor
and ink in watercolor
journal, 10x8) depicts
Montreal’s. The statue
on the roof has been
greeting sailors
entering the port
since 1893.

“ E V E R Y T I M E I PA I N T, I ’ M S U R P R I S E D B Y W H AT H A P P E N S .
I N E V E R F E E L L I K E I ’ M D O N E L E A R N I N G .”
— S H A R I B L A U KO P F

the ground. I’m also attracted to interesting
patterns of light and shadow.”
Once she has found a suitable subject,
Blaukopf opens her sketchbook and begins to
work, making a loose line drawing in graphite or
ink. Sometimes she’ll begin with a tiny thumbnail sketch, but given the thousands of sketches
under her belt, they’re not as important to
her as they once were. “I don’t want to draw in
everything; I don’t do crosshatching or anything
like that,” she says, “but I feel the drawing is
important. Usually when a sketch doesn’t work
out, it’s because I didn’t spend enough time
drawing. I need the structure of a line; I need
some kind of framework.”
With the drawing in place, Blaukopf transitions to her paints, beginning with the largest
shapes and the lightest areas, painting around
those areas she wants to leave white. (She rarely
uses masking fluid.) As she paints, she wets
areas and mixes the paints on the paper. Her
primary focus throughout is on values. “I’m
always looking for where the lights and darks
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are going to be,” she says. “I’m thinking, Is this
a middle value?’ more than ‘Is this a blue? ” After
painting the lighter, more diluted areas, she
works toward the darks, using less and less
water as she goes and applying nearly pure paint
for the darkest areas. In the late stages of a
painting, she’ll sometimes use a drybrush
technique for added texture.
When Blaukopf thinks she may be finished
with a piece, she backs away to get some
perspective on it. “I’ll put it on the ground,
step back and see what it needs,” she says.
At this point, she often adds smaller, calligraphic
details, such as electrical poles, fences or
other objects that will add a little rhythm.
“Sometimes I’ll go in with a little titanium
white if things need a little sparkle,” she says,
“and I kind of sharpen up all the darks.”

ON HITTING THE ROAD
Although the scenes from Montreal are a major
fixture in Blaukopf’s portfolio, her art isn’t confined to the Canadian city. In recent years, she

CLOCKWISE
Blaukopf couldn't
resist “the shadow on
the letters and the
wonky windows” seen
in Crystal (watercolor
and ink on watercolor
pad, 8½x5½).
The artist sketched
Crabapple, Vieux
Séminaire (watercolor and ink in
watercolor journal,
7½x15½) after
Sulpician priests
reopened the
seminary for
Montreal’s 375th
anniversary.
Ogilvie Avenue
West (watercolor
and ink in watercolor
journal, 7x15½) is
a textural mishmash
of shops, apartments
and churches.
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has traveled extensively, sketching all the
way. Her destinations have included Ireland,
Portugal, Spain, Cambodia and Singapore. “I’m
always excited to sketch when I travel, because
I’m not in a rush,” she says. “When I sketch in
Montreal, I’m often on my way to my day job
or on my way home. But when I’m traveling,
I have longer to look. It’s also a great way to get
to know a place. By sitting somewhere for an
hour or two, I get to talk to the locals. Over
time, I’ve developed a collection of travel sketchbooks, and they’re better than any photos.
When I look through them, the memories of
those places come back to me.”
Several of those trips have been occasioned
by Urban Sketchers, which conducts workshops
and conferences around the world. To date,
Blaukopf has taught at five Urban Sketchers
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symposia. “It’s been a pretty amazing journey,”
she says. “My little goal of wanting to paint for
10 minutes a day turned into teaching workshops around the world. A lot of the credit has
to go to Urban Sketchers—and to the internet
in general, because I don’t think I ever would
have had that kind of success at a local level.
It’s ironic, because I originally went back to
sketching to get away from the computer.”
Indeed, the internet has been a vehicle for
Blaukopf’s success. But that success is born
in an entirely analog manner, through her
appreciably handmade artwork that warmly
communicates a sense of what it’s like to live
in and wander her home city—and beyond.
Austin R. Williams is an arts writer and a former
editor of Drawing and Artists Magazine.

ABOVE
Blaukopf carries a
sketchbook with her
on all her travels,
including a driving
tour of Ireland’s Ring
of Kerry, where she
painted Little Shop
in Sneem (watercolor
and ink in watercolor
journal, 8x8).
RIGHT
The canopy of plane
trees, tables and
chairs, and the parade
of passersby depicted
in Bryant Park, New
York City (watercolor
and ink in watercolor
journal, 8x8) are a
sketcher’s dream.

SKETCHING ON THE GO
Blaukopf describes her sketching kit as “super portable.” She uses a small
enamel palette that, when folded, is the size of a smartphone. It contains
23 wells that she fills with tube colors, although she notes that she
rarely needs quite so many. She clips this palette to a sketchbook, which
she carries in a bag that also contains a few water bottles, a few travel
brushes, and a few mechanical pencils and fine-point pens. “I used to
carry a lot more stuff, but now I know that I really don’t need that much
when I’m sketching,” the artist says. “If I have a brush with a good point,
I can do everything with it.”
Blaukopf switches out some of the paints on her palette, depending
on the subject, but several are workhorse colors that she uses for every
sketch, including Winsor & Newton cerulean blue and burnt sienna.
“In the summer I paint a lot of trees, and I try to mix my own greens, so
I have a lot of yellows and blues—I like a good variety,” she says. “When
I’m painting city scenes, there are a lot of grays, so I use mixtures of
ultramarine blue and burnt sienna. There’s also a lot of brick in Montreal,
so I depend on alizarin and burnt sienna. Those are my basics.”
For the sketching surface, Blaukopf generally uses 8x8-inch Travelogue
watercolor journals. “The paper has a little texture, but it’s not as rough as
cold-pressed watercolor paper,” she says. “It’s smooth enough that I can draw with an ink line; it doesn’t suck up
all the ink like heavy watercolor papers can. I can do many layers of wash on them, which is important. And it's a
a square format, which is fantastic. I can do a square sketch or paint across two pages for an 8x16-inch format.”

ADVICE
FOR ARTISTS
Blaukopf’s best advice for
watercolorists? “Keep the brush
wet, and use fresh paint. Dry
washes and the fear of using
too much color are common
problems. I encourage my
students to lose control a little
bit; that’s when beautiful things
happen in watercolor.”

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE ARTIST,
VISIT SHARIBLAUKOPF.COM.
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